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Introduction 
This paper is inspired by the exciting recent work of A. Fr61icher and A. Kriegl. 
In [12] it was brought o light that Mackey complete real separated bornological 
locally convex spaces E (hereafter called convenient locally convex spaces) are ex- 
actly those for which differentiable curves c: [R--*E are Riemann integrable. 
Moreover, the locally convex structure of such E is determined by its smooth curves. 
With bounded linear (= smooth linear) maps one obtains a (co)complete category 
CI.c which upholds an internal exponential law [E®F, G] = [E, [F, G]]. This pro- 
vides an excellent setting for differential calculus, but there is still room for im- 
provement: canonical spaces IX; E] of all smooth maps X--*E are not yet present. 
Such spaces, important in differential calculus, should ideally satisfy external ex- 
ponential laws [XQE, F] = [E, IX; F]] = IX; [E, F]], where X varies in a topological 
category X with smooth maps as its morphisms and with exponential laws of its 
own. In [4] there emerged just such X, namely the category Sm of smooth spaces, 
while convenient smooth vector spaces (constructed there in pursuit of differential 
calculus) turned out, remarkably enough, to form a category CSV isomorphic to 
Clc. Further isomorphs emerged in [7]. The present paper, with section headings 
1. The topological universe of diffeological spaces 
2. Convenient diffeological vector spaces 
3. Diffeological enrichment of convenient locally convex spaces 
4. Differential calculus of diffeological maps 
5. Bornological enrichment and Riesz representation 
is supplementary to the above studies. In the first three sections we construct 
another isomorph CDV of CLc. The construction seeks to improve upon the parallel 
one of [4] in several ways, as follows. The topological base category Dif is not merely 
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cartesian closed but is a topological universe. The new isomorph CDV, by the very 
manner of its construction via the upgrading technique of [ 17], is functional analytic 
over Dif. This means a host of good things (see 1.1 through 1.15 in [17]), including 
nice stability properties for the reflexive spaces and the crucial external exponential 
laws [X®E,F] --- [E, [X; F]] = [X; [E,F]]. Accordingly, the function spaces IX; El 
are canonical (cotensor products) and thus the promised isomorphism CDV= CLc, 
shown to preserve underlying vector spaces and internal horn spaces [E, F], effec- 
tively enriches CLc over Dif (and, implicitly, over Sin). 
Let us indicate some effects of this enrichment. The classical Fr~chet space 
C=(fl, ~), ever present in differential studies, has no special categorical status as 
convenient locally convex space. But in CDV it becomes the cotensor product 
[fl; ~], which goes accompanied by a wealth of categorical properties not mean- 
ingful in CLc as such. How can this be when CDV= CLc? Because CDV, as func- 
tional analytic Dif-based category is more richly structured than CLc; the two are 
isomorphic as Set-based categories only. Again, in CLc as such, smooth maps lose 
categorical status as soon as they become non-linear, but in CDV these smooth maps 
are precisely the morphisms of the base category Dif. The enrichment that CLc 
acquires through the isomorphism with CDV thus provides additional canonical 
formalisms. An application of this appears in the differential calculus over Dif (Sec- 
tion 4). The cotensor products [U; F] have an obvious role in establishing the 
Gateaux derivative as natural smooth linear map Fp: [U; F] -,[U; [E,F]], where U 
is an open subspace of E. 
In Section 5 we study a second enrichment of CLc, this time as functional analytic 
category CBV over the topological universe Bomo of bornological spaces. Here the 
non-linear boundedness preserving maps acquire categorical status as Bomo-maps. 
The classical Banach spaces lo~(X, ~) along with their more general variants 
I=(X,E)(X~ Bomo, E~CBV), become cotensor products [X; E]. The enrichment 
CBV provides a setting favourable for the study of integration spaces: a generalized 
Riesz representation theorem [LI(S, E),F] = [E,M(S,F)] can be derived by largely 
categorical techniques, using no more measure theory than the rudimentary facts 
needed to set up the integration spaces LI(S,E) and L=(S,F). Note that this 
representation theorem is a purely categorical statement (aself-enriched adjunction 
in fact), which therefore transports automatically from CBV to CLc to give a non- 
trivial new result for convenient locally convex spaces. 
In summary, the important concept of convenient locally convex space becomes 
enhanced for some purposes through diffeological enrichment and for other pur- 
poses by bornological enrichment. 
Canonical maps and other preliminaries 
The 'topological' aspects of our theory will be cast in topological universes [16]: 
topological categories X of well structured sets in which final covering families are 
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preserved by pullbacks. The latter property allows 'open covering' arguments o be 
simulated in categorical terms and implies a stable form of exponential law. The 
canonical mapping spaces formed by the maps X~ Y is denoted (X, Y). A space 
(object) of X and its underlying set is denoted as usual by the same symbol, so 
likewise a map (morphism) and its underlying function. The natural trans- 
formations 
"~WXY:(W xX,  Y)~(W,(X, Y)), 
tf(w)(x) := f* (w)(x) := f(w, x) 
*wxv : (W,(X, Y))--,'(W xX, Y), 
:~g(w, x) := g*(w, x) := g(w)(x) 
§wxr : (W, (X, Y))"*(X, (W, Y)), 
§f(x)(w) := f§(x)(w) := f(w)(x) 
evxr:  (X, Y)xX~ Y, 
ev(f,x)=f(x) (ev called 'evaluate'), 
@xy:X~((X,  Y), Y), 
('~ called 'transform one'), 
(~ called 'transform two'), 
(§ called 'swap'), 
@x(f) := @(x)(f) :=f(x) (@ called 'at') 
play a central role. The first three are isomorphisms and furnish the fundamental 
exponential laws from which numerous imilar ones for vector spaces are derived. 
For categorical background we refer to [9]. Subcategories are understood to be 
full and closed under isomorphisms except where otherwise stated. Embedding 
means initial injective map and, dually, quotient means final surjective map. 
1. The topological universe of diffeological spaces 
Let Y:= {~E ~][~] < 1} and let PDif be the category formed by all smooth maps 
Y--* Y. By an affine covering for Y will be meant a family (lai)iei of affine maps 
lzi(O = ai~ + fli with a /~ 0 (i E I), such that Y= L.Ji~ / gi(Y). 
The following obvious properties are relevant. 
(1) Affine coverings are final families for PDif-maps. 
(2) The identity map idv constitutes an affine covering. 
(3) If (lui)iE/is an affine covering, tp is a PDif-map and (vj)j~j is the family of all 
affine maps vy such that ~po Vj=gkO~V for some kE I  and some PDif-map ¢/, then 
(vj)j~j is again an affine covering. 
(4) Compositions of affine coverings yield affine coverings. 
These simple properties ensure that the topological universe completion procedure 
[16] can be applied to PDif. Let us carry it out to define the category Dif. 
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1.1. Definition. A diffeological space is a set X structured with functions Y-~X, 
called curves into X, subject o the following axioms: 
1.1(a) Every constant function Y--*X is a curve. 
1.1(b) If f :  Y--*Xis a curve and ~0: Y~Yis  a smooth map, then fo  ~0 is a curve. 
1.1(c) If f :  Y-*X  is a function such that for some affine covering/zi: Y--,y 
( ie I )  all compositions fo~i are  curves, then f is a curve. 
Diffeological maps f :  X--* Y between diffeological spaces are functions f such 
that for every curve g into X, fog  is a curve into Y. 
Henceforth £2 will denote any open real interval equipped with the Dif-structure 
of all smooth maps Y~£2. The whole real line IR is structured likewise. Note that 
f2 is Dif-isomorphic to Y. The construction of Dif could equivalently be based on 
any bounded ~2 in the role of Y. One could even choose ~ in this role, but then 
'thorough coverings' should be used (see [16]), which is somewhat more complicated 
than affine coverings. 
Since PDif is fully embedded in Dif, we can and will identify PDif with its image 
in Dif. Under this convention, all curves are Dif-maps and every diffeological space 
carries the final diffeological structure induced by its curves. Initial structures, final 
structures and horn structures are formed in the same way in all topological 
universes (see [16]). We recall for convenient reference how products and horn 
spaces are formed in Dif. 
1.2. The curves into a diffeological product W x X are those c: Y--* W x X for  which 
the projections compose to give curves prl o c and pr2 o c into W and X respectively. 
1.3. The curves into a horn space (X, Y) in Dif are those c: Y-~(X, Y) such that for 
every curve (~o, b) into Y xX ,  the composition c~ o (~, b) is a curve into Y, or 
equivalently, ev o (cx b) is a diffeological map Y x Y-* Y. 
1.4. Some known facts about smooth functions. 
1.4(a) [21 A function f : 1"2 x ~ --* ~ is smooth i f  and only i f  all compositions 
fo  (~0], (P2) are smooth, where q~i :1"2 --*f2 varies through smooth functions. (Hence 
such f are precisely the diffeological maps Q x £2--* •.) 
1.4(b) There exists a function 
Pslope : (1"2 × ~, I1~)-* ([2 x Q × ~2, ~), 
such that for  all fe (F2xO,  ~), A, to,~F2: 
f(A, to) -f(A, ~) = (a~ - ~)Pslope(f)(A, to, O. 
1.4(c) I f  f, g:F2xf2--*~ are smooth maps such that f(a~,~)=g(to, O whenever 
to~,  then f=g.  
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In 1.4(b) we could take Pslope(f)(2, to, O '= j0 a2f(A, ~-  O~ + 0to) dO to get the 
required function. The facts 1.4 are what we need from analysis to construct he 
promised category of convenient diffeological vector spaces. Until Section 3 no fur- 
ther analysis will enter in proofs, which will be purely categorical. Recall that dif- 
ferentiability of a function to:f2--, ~ means existence of a continuous 'difference 
quotient' function Slope(t0) :1"2 x g2 ~ [R, where Slope(to)(to, ~) = (to(to) - to(O)/(to - 4) 
when w ~( .  We want 'differentiable differentiability' and the 'partial difference 
quotient' function Pslope in 1.4(b) will turn out to imply this for all spaces of 
interest. By using 1.4(c) it is easy to see that Pslope is in fact a linear function. While 
Pslope appears in 1.4(b) as a function (not a Dif-map), this is all we need to obtain 
the difference quotient as a diffeological map: 
1.5. There exists a unique diffeological map Slope~ : (.Q, ~)-~(Qx g2, R) such that 
for all to e (~, ~), to, ~ e 1"2 we have 
to(to) - to(O = (to - OSlope(to)(to, O. 
In fact, Slope(to)(to, ~) = Pslope(h)(a, to, ~) for  any h e ((2 x Q, ~) such that h(a, ) = to. 
Proof. If such a map exists, then it is unique because Slope(to)(to, ~) must have the 
prescribed value ( to-  0 -1 (to(to)- to(O) when to ~:~ and by fact 1.4(c) at most one 
extension is possible. For existence, define Slope in terms of Pslope as stated. Then 
(to - OSlope(to)(to, ~) = h(A0, w) - h(A0, ~) = to(to) - (o(O. To see that Slope is a dif- 
feological map between the horn spaces, take any curve c: ~ --* (g2, ~) and observe 
that Slope o c coincides with the diffeological map "f(PslopeGLc)): f2 ~(~ × g, ~). 
2. Convenient diffeological vector spaces 
If X is any topological universe and the field IK is equipped with an X-structure 
under which the arithmetical operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication are 
X-maps IK x IK~lK, then the category XV of IK-vector spaces over X is formed in the 
usual way. A category (of IK-vector spaces) F is called functional analytic over X if 
it is a reflective subcategory of XV which contains IK and all spaces 
[X;F] (XeX,  FeF) .  It is clear from the construction of Dif that the arithmetical 
operations on ~ are diffeological maps. Thus DifV is functional analytic over Dif 
and a host of useful properties become available (cf. 1.1 through 1.15 in [17]). We 
recall only a few immediately relevant facts. 
2.0. In DifV, or any functional analytic subcategory [= o f  it, the following natural 
isomorphisms are present: 
[XQ E, F] -'- [E, IX; F]] = IX; [E, F]], 
[E®F, 6]  = [E, W, C]] = W, C]], 
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(XQE,  F)=(E, [X; F ] )= (X, [E,F]), 
[<X), F] = IX; F]. 
Here X is a diffeological space and E:F, G are F-spaces; [X; F] (cotensor product) 
is the F-space formed by all diffeological maps X-~F with pointwise defined vector 
operations and with (X,F) as underlying diffeological space; [E,F] is the F- 
subspace of [E; F] formed by all linear diffeological maps and (E,F) is the under- 
lying diffeological space of [E,F]; (X) is the free F-space over X. 
The make-up of the tensor products need not concern us here: for the present pur- 
poses only their existence is important and this to ensure that the functors [X; ], 
[E, ] and [ ,F] and the underlying space functor F--+ Dif are right adjoints (in fact, 
enriched ones). Thus the latter functors always preserve limit diagrams - a fact to 
be used repeatedly in what follows. 
Let us return to the category DifV of all IR-vector spaces over Dif. Being functional 
analytic, it is a nice category, but infested with spaces E which fail to be functionally 
separated, i.e., which fail to have a dual space E* := [E, IR] with enough functionals 
to separate the points of E. We get rid of these pathological spaces by a routine ap- 
plication of the upgrading procedure of [17]. Since it will be used repeatedly, let us 
recall the procedure. 
Let F be a functional analytic subcategory of DifV. An upgrading class for F 
means a class M of F-monomorphisms with the following three properties: 
(A) The functors IX; ] carry M into itself (Xe Dif). 
(B) M contains every regular monomorphism. 
(C) M is closed under composition, intersections and pullbacks. 
2.1 (Upgrading Theorem, [17]). I f  M is an upgrading class for F, then the M- 
subspaces of  the function spaces IX; R] (X e Dif) form an epi-reflective subcategory, 
likewise functional analytic, in which @e: E~E** is always an M-map. 
Let DifV 2 (separated DifV-spaces) denote the subcategory of DifV determined by 
all spaces E admitting a monomorphism into some function space IX; ~]. As 
pointed out in [17], monomorphisms form an upgrading class and we have the 
following fact as a corollary of 2.1. 
2.2. DifV 2 is functional analytic and all its spaces are functionally separated. 
Of particular interest will be those DifV2-spaces E whose curves are 'differen- 
tiably differentiable'. To identify and study these spaces, we need the following two 
natural transformations: 
IncrE : [g2; E]--* [I2 x g2; El, Incr(f)(oa, ~) : =f(to) - f (O ;  
LinkE : [12 x g2; E]-* [12 × 12; E], Link(g)(to, O : = (to - Og(to, ~). 
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2.3. The following diagram always commutes: 
IX; [~2 x ~; Eli °l 
[g x ~; IX; Eli 
[X; Linke] 
[X; [I2 x £2; E]] 
l §x ,  axa  
)- 
Linkix;e ] [..Qx..Q, IX,  E]] 
and similarly §x, a x a o [X; IncrE] = Incrtx; El o §xa. 
Proof. Direct verification. 
2.4. For E e DifV 2 the map Link E is a monomorphism. Hence at most one linear 
diffeological map SlopeE can satisfy the equation Inc% = Link E o SlopeE. 
Proof. Since diffeological linear functionals eparate points of E e DifV 2 (2.2), we 
can effectively reduce the situation to the case E = ~ where the result follows quickly 
from 1.4(c). 
Let us call a DifVE-space E derivative complete when there exists a linear dif- 
feological map SlopeE" If2; E] -~[ f2xQ;  E], necessarily unique, such that IncrE= 
LinkE o Slop%. 
2.5. Every space [X; [R] is derivative complete. Moreover, 
Slopetx; RI = §x, ax~ o [X; SlopeR] o §~x. 
Proof. We already know (1.4) that II~ is derivative complete. By applying [X; ] we 
conclude that [X; IncrR] = [X; SlopeR]. Using Proposition 2.3, and the function 
Slope[x; R] as stated, the required equation Incrtx; R] = Linktx; R] o Slopetx; R] is 
satisfied. 
We wish to identify linear diffeological embeddings m'E-~F that preserve 
derivative completeness. We call such m a derivative closed embedding if, in the 
pullback of LinkF and ([£2 x ~;  m] o IncrE), there exists a map CE from the top left 
corner GE to [1"2 X l g; E] which keeps the diagram commutative: 
2.6 bF 
J~  .... dE  
% 
\ 
\ 
\,, C E 
x 
\ 
4 
[t2 x tg; E] 
~ x~; ml 
[f2 x Q; F]  
Link e 
[f2; El 
Incr E 
Link• , [.O x..q; E]  [ [Qx~; ml 
~ [Qxg;F l  
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Intuitively this means that a function into the subspace ECF has an E-valued 
derivative whenever it has an F-valued derivative. The definition actually says more, 
namely what is needed to keep differentiation a differentiable operation. 
2.7. (1) I f  m : E-- ,F  is a derivative closed embedding and F is derivative complete, 
then E is derivative complete. 
(2) I f  E is derivative complete and m : E ~F  is an embedding, then m is derivative 
closed. 
Proof. (I) We have [~2 x f2; m] o incre = IncrF o [Q; m] = LinkF o (SlopeF o [~2; m]) ~. 
Linkpo h (say). By the universal property of pullbacks there is a unique map 
g: [Q,E]~GE such that, in diagram 2.6, aEog=id and bFog=h.  We solve the 
problem by taking Slope E = bF o g. 
(2) Observe that SlopeE o aE can be taken as the required map c E. 
2.8. Derivative closed embeddings form an upgrading class. 
Proof. (A) Form diagram 2.6 with IX; m] : IX; E]--, [X; F] substituted for m : E-~F. 
We have to find a linear diffeological map C[X;E]:G[x;E ] "-*[Q X Q; [X; E]] such 
that the top square commutes: 
2.8(a) btx:F 1 
alx; El 
G[x; el 
\ 
\ 
\x CIX; El 
~X 
x [ix'; Eli 
~ x.Q; [X; ml] 
[.Q x .Q; [X; F]] 
Linktx;F I
Linklx; El 
, [1"2; [X; E]] 
Incr[x; El 
, [.Q x .Q; IX;  E l i  
J [~ x.q; [X; m]] 
, [I2 x I2; [X; F]] 
Since m is derivative closed, we do no have (in diagram 2.6) a map ce such that 
Linke o CE = IncrE o aE. Now apply the functor IX; ] to diagram 2.6 to get a new 
diagram similar to 2.8(a), also involving a pullback. The last equation becomes 
[X; Linke] o [X; cE] = [X; IncrE] o IX; aE]. The two diagrams are connected by the 
natural isomorphism 9. Hence by 2.3 we also have 
§~2 x o Link/x; E] o §x, ~2 o [X; c E] = § o Incr[x; El o § o [X; ae]. 
The universal property of pullbacks now provides a unique map g: Gtx; el - '  [X; GEl 
such that §xaO IX; aE] °g=a[x;F.]. The required map C[x;E] is provided by 
§ o [X; crl o g. 
(B) Suppose m : E--,Fis a regular monomorphism, equalizer of u, o : F-~H. Then, 
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as in diagram 2.6, we have a pullback 
([t2 x f2; m] o Incre) o aE = LinkF o bF. 
Using the naturality of Link, we extend this to the equation 
LinkH o [g2 × f2; u] o bF = [g2 X g'2; U] o [~ X ~'2; m] o IncrE o aE. 
A similar equation holds when o is substituted for u. Since Link is monomorphic, 
we have [g2 x (2; u] o bF = [g2 X ~; u] o bF. The universal property of equalizers now 
provides a unique map g : G--* [g2 x g2; E] such that [g2 x ~; m] o g = bF. This g can 
easily be seen to solve the problem at hand. 
(C) Let m:E~F be the pullback of h:C---,D in the equation h o i= j  o m (say). 
Make a copy of diagram 2.6 and another copy in which h : C~D is substituted for 
m:E--*F throughout. With reference to these two diagrams, we reason as follows. 
Since h is derivative closed (assumption), there is an induced map CcD such that 
(,) Link o o ([g2 x g2; h] o Ccz~) = ([g2; h] o Incrc) o ac 
and this is a pullback. Notice that 
Link D o [t2 x I2; j ]  o bEF = [I2 X I2; j ]  o LinkF o beF 
= [g2 x £2; j ]  o [g2 x g2; m] o Incre o aE 
= [g2 x g2; h] o [~ x g2; i] o IncrE o ae 
= [g'2 x g2; h] o Incrc o [g2; i] oae. 
Using the universal property of the pullback (,), we find a unique f :  GE ~Gc such 
that [ I2x f J ;h loccoof=[ t2xt2 ; j ]obeF .  Now use the fact that [12xI2; ] 
preserves puUbacks and conclude existence of a unique map CEe such that 
[I2 × I2; m] o CEF = bEF. This settles closedness under pullbacks. One verifies closed- 
ness under compositions and intersections in a rather similar manner, by using ap- 
propriate variants of diagram 2.6 and by exploiting repeatedly the universal proper- 
ties of limit diagrams. 
Let CDV (convenient diffeological vector spaces) denote the subcategory of 
DiIV 2 formed by all E which admit derivative closed embedding into some [X; R]. 
2.9. CDV is functional analytic over Dif and all its spaces are functionally separated 
and derivative complete. 
Proof. Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 2.7 and 2.8. 
A proof of 2.9 can also be based on Mackey closed embeddings in stead of 
derivative closed embeddings (cf. 3.4 below and Section 5 of [17]). 
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3. Diffeologicai enrichment of convenient locally convex spaces 
We show in this section that the category CDV, constructed in Section 2 in a 
manner ather different from CLc (convenient locally convex spaces) and its known 
isomorphs, is in fact also isomorphic to CLc, as monoidal closed Set-based category 
[11]. This effectively enriches CLc over Dif. The study of CDV for its own sake also 
becomes facilitated. 
3.0. Let G be a convenient locally convex space, G" the set o f  bounded linear func. 
tionals on G. 
3.0(a) (Implicit in [3], Lemma 2.1]; see also [7]) A function f :  I2~G is smooth 
i f  and only i f  o o f is smooth for  every o ~ G'. 
3.0(b) [12] A linear function o : G -~ is bounded i f  and only i f  o o f  is smooth 
for  every smooth f :  {2 ~ G. 
Every separated locally convex space E can be equipped with an obvious dif- 
feological structure which turns it into a separated iffeological vector space: just 
take all smooth maps I2--,E as its curves. In particular, we interpret he classical 
Fr6chet space C**(12, JR) (with the seminorms of uniform convergence of all 
derivatives on compacta) as a DifV2-space this way. 
3.1. C**(I2, R) is isomorphic in DifV 2 to the cotensor product [12; IR]. 
Proof. The two spaces have the same underlying vector space, so we have only to 
show they carry the same diffeological structure. Consider any curve c: 12--, [I2; IR]. 
Towards differentiability of c observe that for each k ~ N and each compact Q c I2 
the limit of ((c(~+ t/)(k)(to)- c(~)(k)(to)/tl as t /~0 exists for each to ~ Q, uniformly 
over Q. To get this, we use the formula 
(,) f (~+ r/, to)-f(~, to)= r/-alf(~, to)+ 17 2. .ll (1--0)" 02f(~ + 0q, to)d0, 
which applies in particular to all smooth f :  I2 x 12 ~ IR. Since c * is smooth (1.4) and 
c(O(k)(to) =8~C¢(~,to), we can substitute a2kc * for f in (,) and make the estimate 
needed for showing the arising error term convergent to 0, uniformly over Q. Thus 
c is differentiable and c'(O(to)=i~lct(~, to). A similar argument yields continuity 
of c and can be repeated for higher derivatives of c. Suppose on the other hand 
that g:t2-~C**(K2, IR) is smooth. We must show (1.3) that the composition 
f :=evo(go~o,¢/)  is smooth for every smooth (~p,c/):l'2-~£2xlg. It is enough 
to show that ev:C®(19, iR )x f2~ is smooth. It is known that the maps 
ev : C°(f2, II~) x £2 ~lI~, inc : C==(Q, II~)--* C°(Q, ~) (x,--,x) and D:  C=°(Q, R)--' C==(£2, [R) 
(D = derivative) are continuous. Now observe that 
D(ev)(f, O(h, r/) := lim [ev(f+ Ah, ~ + At/) - ev(f, O]/~ = rlDf(O + h(O. 
,t~0 
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similarly all higher derivatives D2(ev), Da(ev), ... exist and are linear combinations 
of iterations of the maps ev and D; as such they are continuous. It follows that ev 
is smooth. 
3.2. Every convenient diffeological space E carries the initial diffeological structure 
induced by its linear functionals u~ E*. 
Proof. This already holds when E=[ I2;  ~], by 3.0 and 3.1. Since the functor 
(, IR) transforms final covering families to initial families, the linear maps 
[c; ~]: [X;  IR]--*[12; IR] =C~°(I2, IR) form an initial family, where c varies over 
curves into X. Moreover the convenient diffeological space E admits by definition 
an initial linear map into some [X; II~]. The result now follows in view of the facts 
assembled. 
Every separated diffeological vector space E carries an intrinsic convex bornology: 
bounded sets ACE are those on which every u eE*  is bounded. Boundedness i
linked to smoothness via the Newton difference quotients fIk]: 12 [k+ II--'E (k e N), 
defined recursively as follows. O [kl denotes the subset of O k formed by all 
(~l, ..-, ~k) such that ~i ~: ~j whenever i ~j .  For any vector space E and any function 
f :  f2~E whatever, f[0] :=f  and 
f[k] (~0, "",  ~k) f [k-1](~0,- - . ,  ~k-1) _ f [k -  1](~i, ..-, ~k) 
k 
Notice that for a linear t : E- ,F  we have (t o f )  [k] = t o f  [k]. The technical power of 
these ftk] has been brought out in striking fashion in [7] in the derivation of a far 
reaching eneralization of Boman's deep theorem (1.4(a)), independently of the lat- 
ter. For the present purposes we need only the following fact. 
3.3. A function f :  £2 ~E into a convenient diffeological space E is a curve (i. e. a 
smooth map) i f  and only i f  all ftk] (k e N) are locally bounded functions. 
Proof. A function ~:f2--* IR has a locally Lipschitz k-th derivative if and only if 
~Ik+l] is locally bounded [8] (i.e. every point has a neighbourhood on which the 
function is bounded). Hence such ~ is smooth if and only if all ~[k] are locally 
bounded. Since (u o f )  [k] = u of[k] (U eE*),  the result follows (3.2). 
The following theorem was essentially proved by A. Fr61icher (private com- 
rnunication: notes of a talk presented at Aarhus, 1983). It provides one of the im- 
portant links between CDV and the above mentioned categories. For the required 
background on Mackey convergence, see [10] or [12]. 
3.4. Suppose E is a DifV2-space which carries the initial diffeological structure in- 
duced by its functionals u~E*. Then E is Mackey complete i f  and only i f  E is 
derivative complete. 
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Proof. Suppose E is derivative complete. Let (xn) be a Mackey Cauchy sequence in 
E. Choose a sequence ((n) strictly decreasing to 0 in £2. Now proceed as in Section 
1 of [121 and form first a subsequence (Yn) of (xn) such that (yn-yn+t)/2 n~ is a 
bounded sequence, then construct a function c : f2 ~E such that c(~n) = ~nYn for all 
n and u o c is smooth for all u E E*. It follows by 3.2 that c must be a smooth map 
and we have Yn=C(~n)/(n=Slope(c)(~n,O). By considering the function g(~):-~ 
Slope(c)(~, 0), one shows that Yn is Mackey convergent to c'(0). Suppose this time 
that E is Mackey complete. Take fe  [f2; E]. The expression 
(*) (f(co) - f(~))/(co - ~) 
forms a Mackey Cauchy net as co and ~ converge to ~ in f2; one verifies this e.g. 
by using the fact that u o f  is smooth (u~E*)  and by considering f[2l(co,~,~). 
Define 2'f(co, ~) to be the expression (.) when co :/: ~ and 27f(~, ~) to be the Mackey 
limit of (,) in E, as co, ~ converge to ~. To see that 27f is a smooth map ~ x £2 ~E, 
it is enough to show that u o 2'fis smooth for all u EE*  (l.4(a), 3.2). Clearly u o2'f= 
27(u of) = Slope~(u o f), so we have 
l' (uo.S,f(og,~)= (uo f) '(~-O.~+O.co)dO. 
o 
Since u o f  is smooth, so is the integrand and therefore also u o27f. Thus we obtain 
a function 27- [12; E]--, [g2 x 12; E]. To see that Z' is a smooth map, one reduces the 
problem (1.2, 1.3, 3.2) to that of showing that the function g "= u o ev o ((Z' o c) x b) 
is smooth, where c and b are curves into [Q; E] and g2 x Q respectively. Now 
I 1 g(A)= (uoc(A))'(bl(A)-O.bl(A)+O. b2(A))dO. 
0 
Since u o c(2) = ([~2; u] o c)(2) is smooth, we are able to conclude that 27 is a smooth 
map. It is clearly linear and 27 o Link = Incr. By 2.4 this estabishes derivative com- 
pleteness for E. 
3.5. CDV is isomorphic to CLc, under an isomorphism which preserves underlying 
sets and horn spaces [E, F], hence monoidal structure. 
Proof. Let us set up a functor CDV-,.CLc. Given the convenient diffeological space 
E, le t /E  be the locally convex space obtained by structuring the vector space E 
with all seminorms which are bounded on the bounded subsets of E. Then, clearly, 
bounded sets in E are bounded in IE (classical sense). 
Fact 1. A linear functional o:tE ~ is bounded (classical sense) if and only if 
o : E ~ ~ is a smooth linear map. 
Proof 1. For every curve c into E, all c [~l are locally bounded functions into E 
(3.3), hence into IE. So if o" IE -~ is bounded linear, then o o ctkl = (v o c)[ kl is 
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locally bounded, o o c is smooth and so o" E--, • is a smooth map. The converse is 
immediate from the definitions. 
Fact 2. A set B C E is bounded in E if and only if B is bounded IE. 
Proof 2. B is bounded in IE iff o(B) is bounded for o e IE' (well known from 
classical functional analysis). So fact 2 follows from fact 1 and the definitions. 
Fact 3. tE is separated and Mackey complete. 
Proof 3. It is separated by fact 1. Mackey completeness of tE depends only on its 
bounded sets and these are the same as the bounded sets of E, which is Mackey 
complete. 
Fact 4. t :E~F is a smooth linear map i f f  t" tE--,tF is a bounded linear map. 
This is immediate by facts 1 and 2 and proposition 3.3. 
So by putting it = t, we have, by facts 3 and 4 and the definition of bornological 
space, a functor l( ):CDV-~Cl_c which preserves the underlying sets. Let us now 
form a functor in the opposite direction. Given the convenient locally convex space 
G, let dG be the CVE-space obtained by taking all smooth functions into G as its 
curves. Then the functionals o~ G' coincide with the functionals o~ dG* (3.0(b)). 
Hence the bounded sets in G and dG coincide and dG is separated and Mackey 
complete. 
Fact 5. I f  E is a CV2-space which carries the initial diffeological structure induced 
by its functionals u ~ E* then E admits embedding into some cotensor product 
IX; ~1. 
Proof 5. Since IR is reflexive [17], we can write every u as a composition 
u= @~1o u**o @~. It follows that @ "E-,E** is an embedding. Moreover, E** 
admits embedding into [E*; ~] by 2.0. 
By 3.0(a) and fact 5, dG is embedded into a cotensor product [X; IR]. Being 
derivative complete (3.4) it admits derivate closed embedding into such [X; JR] (2.7). 
Thus °G is a convenient diffeological vector space. Since CLc-maps are smooth 
linear maps (3.3), we arrive at a functor d( ) : CLc-'CDV which preserves underly- 
ing sets. That l( ) and d( ) are mutual inverses, follows because the diffeological 
structure of a CDV-space is recoverable from its bounded sets and likewise for a 
CLc-space; moreover the two corresponding spaces have the same bounded sets. To 
show that I[E,F]=[IE, IF], we observe first that these spaces have the same 
underlying vector space (fact 4). So it is enough to verify that they have the same 
bounded sets. The bounded sets of [rE, IF] are the equicontinuous sets [12]. Take 
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a bounded H C t[E,F]. Then @x(H)= {h(x) Ih ~ H} is bounded in IR for all x in E, 
i.e. H is pointwise bounded. Since CLc-spaces are known to be barrelled, it follows 
by the uniform boundedness principle that H is equicontinuous. For the converse, 
observe that for every smooth curve c: I2 ~E and functional u in F* we have the 
following commutative diagram of linear functions at set level: 
/[E,F] 
inc,, ~ ~c,F]  
t/E,/FI , t/f2; FI ()oc t[~2; u] ,/If2; IR] 
The functionals u :F~ ~ form an initial diffeological family (3.2) and the functor 
[£2; ] preserves such families. Moreover, the contravariant functor [ ; F]  transforms 
the final diffeological family c: t2 ---,E to an initial family. Since t( ) is bijective and 
full, the images of these families are likewise initial. Therefore it is enough to show 
that ( )o c, equal to [c; F]  at set level, lifts to a Ckc-morphism. Take a bounded 
HC I/E, tF]. We have to show the image of H under [I2; u] o ( ) o c is bounded in 
/[~2; ~1 = C0"(~2, ~) (see 3.1). Consider the basic seminorm ~f[g,k := supz~g Ift~)(2)l 
(Q compact in ~, k e N). For every h in H,we have 
II ItS, u] o h o CRQ,+ = sup ~u o h o c¢+)(a)ll = +no h o de,+- JeQ 
But c(k)(Q) is compact hence bounded in E. Since H is equicontinuous, H(c(k)(Q)) 
is bounded in F. It follows that SUPhen~u oh o cllQ, k< = as required. 
3.6. Remarks on diffeological vs. smooth.' Sin-spaces (i.e. the smooth spaces of 
[12]) are sets X structured with curves into X as well as functions X~IR of which 
X must carry the initial structure. In fact, Sin-spaces 'are' just Dif-spaces which 
carry the initial Dif-structure of their B-valued maps. The CDV-spaces, by construc- 
tion, carry such initial Dif-structure, namely that induced by their functionals. Thus 
one ends with the 'same' Sot-category of convenient vector spaces regardless of 
whether one embarks from Sm or Dif as base category. Dif, as topological universe 
or as quasi-topos, offers greater flexibility as a category, but so far in this theory 
these additional properties have not been called upon. In el.c, no topological base 
category other than Set forms part of its definition. While the spaces of CLe with 
smooth maps as morphisms form a cartesian closed category [13], it is not a topo- 
logical category. Thus the transition from CLe to CSV to CDV provides a represen- 
tation over an increasingly better equipped base category, culminating in a represen- 
tation which is functional analytic over a topological universe. 
3.7. Remarks on a parallel theory for the complex case. If we replace ~ throughout 
with C, 'diffeological' with 'holological' and 'smooth' with 'holomorphic', then 1.1 
through 1.4 remain meaningful and valid, even though the analysis required for 
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verification is at times quite different e.e. the well known Hartogs theorem plays 
the role of Boman's theorem (1.4(a)). Note that 1.5 and all results of Section 2 will 
hold in the complex case just as in the real case, as purely categorical consequences 
of 1.1 through 1.4. However, results corresponding to those of Section 3 would re- 
quire new analysis, not pursued in the present paper. 
4. Differential calculus of diffeologicai maps 
After exponential laws were discovered for convergence spaces and compactly 
generated spaces, several authors chose one of these categories as setting for dif- 
ferential calculus (e.g. [1], [6], [18])]. However, an unavoidable complication at- 
tends these settings: canonical mapping spaces tailored to continuity are usually ill- 
suited to smoothness. To be specific, in these categories the canonical space (~, ~) 
of continuous real maps carries the compact open topology, good for continuity, 
but on the subspace formed by smooth maps, the linear operation of differentiation 
is not even continuous, let alone smooth. The category of lissome spaces (sets with 
both continuity and and smoothness structure [16]) is rendered unfavourable for 
differential calculus by the same complication, despite its suitability for smooth 
duality theory. 
The approach initiated in [4] and [12] and followed here, offers the significant 
advantage that the canonical mapping spaces, being intrinsic to smoothness, allow 
differentiation to be a morphism (smooth linear map). The elements of differential 
calculus developed below in the diffeological setting necessarily overlaps with [5], 
[13] while containing some additions. The maps considered here need not be defined 
on the whole vector space E, only on an open subspace U of E. This generalization 
is intuitively trivial, but careful argument is still needed for its precise technical for- 
mulation in the present context. 
Throughout this section E, F and G will be CDV-spaces. The calculus for vector 
to vector maps will be based on that of curves c: 1"2 ~E. So we begin by defining 
the derivative c'(~):= Slope(c)(~, ~) as one would expect (see 2.4). 
4.1. Differentiation rules for curves c:12--,E. 
(a) (co y)'(O=c'(y(O ). Y'(O (ye(K2, O)). 
(b) I f  c is constant, then c '= O. 
(c) I f  c has a linear extension ~--,E, then c'(O =c(1)-c(O). 
(d) I f  t : E ~F  is linear, then (t o c)" = t o c'. 
Proofs. Simple algebraic verifications based on the definitions and the properties 
of Slope established in Section 2. 
In view of 4.1(b) we can as usual define ~c(O dr :=g(]/)-g(a) for any choice of 
g such that g '= c. The existence of such g is an important question. It can be ob- 
tained via indefinite Riemann integrals, which exist thanks to the Mackey corn- 
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pleteness of E. But it follows already via the elegant characterization [12] of CLe. 
spaces among locally convex spaces as exactly those for which curves are locally 
Riemann integrable. 
4.2. Integration rules for curves c :13- 'E .  
(a) t (~ c(r) dr) = ~ (t o c)(r) dr for  linear t" E oF.  
(c) ~ c(~u(z))¢/(z) dr= Jr c.(r) dr, where 7= ¢/(a), c~= ~(,6). 
(d) ,_"(#)-c(u)=  oC'(U-Ou+O#)dO. 
Proof. Simple algebraic verifications. 
The assignments D(c) := c', (~lf(~, (,o) : - - f ( ,  o9)'(~), 02f(~ , (_2)) :--f(~, )'(o9) give 
natural transformations DE : [13; E] ~ [13; E], aie : [13 x 13; E]---, [13 × 13; E] (i = 1, 2). 
The given definition of al and 02 extend in obvious manner to functions of more 
than two variables. 
4.3. De. is a natural retraction in CDV and Dtx; El = § o [X; De] o §. 
Proof. Define I(c)(~) := ~0 ¢ c(r) dr. Then I is clearly linear and (D o l)(c) = c but we 
have still to verify that I is a Dif-map [/2; E]- '[13; E], which is quite non-trivial. 
Here Boman's deep theorem 1.4(a) comes to the rescue as follows. By taking a curve 
b into the domain o f / ,  a linear functional ~a on E, theorems 1.4(a), 3.0(a) and 4.2 
allow us via the natural isomorphism :~ to reduce the problem to verification of 
smoothness for a function of the form ~u(~.,'~):= j0Cg0., r )dr ,  where g is smooth. 
This can be done readily by showing ¢/to have continuous partial derivatives of all 
orders. The expression for Dtx ;el is straightforward. 
Let us proceed to define the Gateaux derivative for Dif-maps f :  U-,F, where U 
is a c~-open subset of E. In an earlier draft I obtained 4.4 and 4.5 below under the 
assumption that U is open in the sense of the locally convex topology of E. I thank 
Andreas Kriegl for pointing out a better argument (presented in the proofs of 4.4 
and 4.5 below) which requires U merely to be open in the c ~*-topology. This is the 
final topology induced by all curves into E. It coincides with the Mackey-closure 
topology and also with the final topology induced by Banach disk inclusion maps. 
See [12] for these and other interesting facts about the c°*-topology. 
For every xe  U, h eE  there exists, by continuity, an open interval 13xh C V such 
that x+rh lies in U for reI2xh. Thus we have a Dif-map Line(x,h):13xh--'U, 
Line(x, h)(r) : = x + rh. Put 
af(x, h) := (fo Line(x, h))'(0). 
Clearly, this value does not depend on the choice of the interval f2xh and defines a 
function dF into [U×E;  F] (cf. [7]). 
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4.4. df  : [U; F] - - , [UxE;  F] is a natural transformation in CDV. 
proof. Linearity is clear and naturality will follow from 4.1(d) once we have 
shown dp to be diffeological. To do this, we consider its transform e:-- 
~od: (U ,F )x  UxE~F.  Take any curve 
(f,x, h) : Y~(U,F )x  U×E.  
Then it is enough (1.1(c)) to show every ae  V' lies in an open interal on which 
e ° (f, x, h) restricts to a diffeological map. We can suppose a = 0 and £2 shrunk small 
enough to ensure that x(A) +12- h(2) lies in U for all 2,12 in £2 (continuity). Define 
g: 19 x ~2 ---,F by g(2,12) :=f(A)(x(2) +12. h(A)). Then g is diffeological and therefore 
so is t92g(~., 0) = e o (f, x, h)(A). 
4.5. df(x, ) is linear. 
Proof. Take x in U, h and k in e, ~ in F*. By continuity we can choose f2 C Y small 
enough to ensure that for all A and 12 in f2 we have x+ Ah +12k in U. Put 
u0., 12) : = (~ o f ) (x  + 2h + 12k) and 0(7) := u(r, 7). 
Then u and o are smooth maps into [R and by the finite-dimensional chain rule we 
have o'(0) = alu(0, 0) + a2u(O, 0), in other words d(tp of)(x, h + k) = d(~p of)(x, h) + 
d(tp o f)(x, k). By 4. l(d) we can cancel q~ and it follows that addition is preserved. 
That scalar multiplication is preserved can be shown by a similar (simpler) 
argument. 
In view of 4.4 and 4.5 the map I o dF: [U; F ]~[U;  [E; F]] induces the CDV-map 
17r: [U; F ]~[U;  [E,F]], 17(f)(x)(h) := ( fo  Line(x, h))'(0), natural in F (Gateaux 
derivative). In calculations we will put f~' := IT(f). 
4.6. I i  fe (a+ zAh)(h) dr= ~'[f(a+ Ah)-f(a)]/;t when 2 ~0, 
~fv  (a)(h) when 2 = 0. 
Proof. Put c(0) :=f((1 - O)a+ Ob). Then c'(7) =fe( ( l  - r )a+ rb) (b-  a). This can be 
verified by expressing Slope(c)(0- 7) directly and also in terms of f ,  then evaluating 
at 0= r. Since c ( l ) -  c(0)=f(b)- f (a) ,  the result follows immediately from the rules 
for integration of curves. 
4.7. Chain Rule. For Dif-maps f : U~ W, g: W~G with U open in E, W open in 
F we have 
(g o f )v  (X) = giZ (f(x)) o f i t  (X). 
Proof. Let us first establish the following fact. 
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Lemma. I f  f - :  Ux U~[E,F] is any Dif-map such that 
f(x) - f (w) =f -  (x, w)(x - w) when x q= w, 
then f -  (x, x)=fv (x). 
To see this, note that ( fo Line(x, h))(2)- ( fo Line(x, h)(0) = 2- f - (x+ 2h, x)(h) 
when ;th:/:0. By uniqueness of Slope we must have Slope((foLine(x,h))(A,O)= 
f-(x+;th, x)(h). By now evaluating at 2 =0 we obtain the lemma. 
For the main proof, put L(f)(a,b)(h)'=J~fv((1-r)a+rb)(h) dr. By applying 
4.6 first to g o f  with (a, b)= (x; 09)then to g with (a, b)= (f(x),f(w)) we find that 
Now take 
L(g o f)(w, x)(w- x) = L(g)(f(w),f(x))(L(f)(w, x)(w- x)). 
(g o f ) -  (w, x)(h) := L(g)(f(w), f(x))(L(f)(w, x)(h)), 
apply the above lemma and evaluate at w =x. 
5. Bornologieal enrichment and Riesz representation 
Our purpose in this section is to establish a further isomorphic representation f 
CLc as a category functional analytic over a topological universe, namely over 
Bomo (bornological sets [10]). The cotensor products IX; E] over Bomo are quite 
different from those involving diffeological spaces. Thus new canonical spaces and 
new exponential laws for convenient locally, convex spaces are brought o light. It 
is remarkable that CLc has so many interesting representations, each adding to its 
usefulness. 
Let BomoV denote the category of bornological [R-vector spaces and CBV (conve- 
nient bornological vector spaces) the subcategory formed by all complete spaces 
(those generated by Banach disks) which admit embedding into some cotensor pro- 
duct IX; IR]. Then, as shown in [17], CBV is functional analytic over Bomo and all 
its spaces are complete and functionally separated. The facts 2.0 recalled for DifV 
and CDV apply mutatis mutandis to BomoV and CBV. Accordingly, IX; ~] 
henceforth denotes the cotensor product over Borno and E* denotes the canonical 
dual in CBV. We will show CBV= CLc. 
5.1. Every space E in CBV carries the initial bornology induced by its linear func- 
tionais ¢p E E*. 
Proof. In view of the definition of CBV-space, it is enough to show this for the 
special case where E is a cotensor product IX; IR]. Recall that every X in Bomo car- 
ries the final structure induced by the family of all inclusions incw: W~X,  where 
W varies over the bounded subspaces of X [16]. Such W, as Bomo=spaces in their 
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own right, carry the trivial bornology, which allows the whole space to be bounded 
and [W; JR] to consist of precisely all bounded functions W~ IR, in fact to represent 
the Banach space I~(W). Thus, by classical Banach space theory, [W; R] carries 
the initial bornology induced by its functionals tp : [W; IR]-l* R. Since [ ; ~] carries 
final covering families to initial separating families, ~0 o [incw; IR] forms the initial 
family we are looking for. 
We have two kinds of bounded subsets B of spaces E in CBV: those for which 
~(B) are bounded for all ~ ~E* (analogous to the situation in CDV) and those in 
the bornoloy of E. In view of 5.1, the two concepts of boundedness coincide. 
5.2. CBV is isomorphic to CLc under an isomorphism which preserves underlying 
sets and horn spaces [E, F]. 
Proof. The functor L : CBV-,CLc is the obvious one which restructures E in CBV 
into a space in CLc via its bounded sets: they determine bornivorous disks or, equi- 
valently, bounded seminorms. From either of these we could recover the bounded 
sets, hence the CBV-structure. Thus we also have a functor in the other direction 
and these functors are mutual inverses. The horn space [E,F] in CBV clearly has the 
same underlying vector space as [LE, LF] in CLc and it also has the same bounded 
subsets: equibounded families. Hence L[E,F] = [LE, LF]. 
It is worth pointing out that the underlying Bomo-space of every CBV-space E 
carries a bornology of countable character: a subset A is bounded precisely when 
every countable subset of A is boundd. Such bornological sets form a subcategory 
of Borno which is again a topological universe Boc (say), in fact it is easily verified 
to be the topological universe completion of the very simple category formed by all 
functions N ~ [N with finite covering families (see [16] for background). One could 
use Boc in the role of Bomo to obtain another variant of the above representation: 
CBocV= CLc. The l=-spaces appearing in [7] are precisely Boc-spaces which carry 
the initial structure induced by their lR-valued maps, much as smooth spaces carry 
the initial diffeological structure induced by such maps. 
We emphasize that the Bomo-based exponential laws [XQE, F]= [E, [X; F]]= 
[X; [E, F]] make statements about convenient locally convex spaces E, F quite dif- 
ferent from those made by the corresponding Dif-based laws, despite the similar 
formal appearance. 
An advantage of any representation is that information can be transferred from 
one category where it is known (or easy to prove) to another where it is unknown. 
In this connection, let us point out the generalized Riesz representation theorem. 
5.3. [LI(S , E),F] = [E,M(S,F)] (S a locally finite measure space). 
Here L1 and M generalize corresponding functors first encountered in the context 
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of Banach spaces [14]. For a Banach space F with the Radon-Nikodym property, 
the space M(S,F) of martingales reduces to the better known Banach space 
L~o(S,F). Now 5.3 was established as an enriched adjunction for Banach spaces in 
[14] and extended to complete bornological vector spaces in [15]. CBV is a func- 
tional analytic subcategory of the latter and as such inherits enriched adjunctions 
[17]. Hence the adjunction holds also in CBV, hence in its isomorphs CLc, CDV, 
CSV - something perhaps not suspected at the outset of their study. The proof is 
more naturally carried out in the bornological context where all but a small number 
of steps are purely categorical. This illustrates again how representations of 
categories can be advantageous for special purposes. 
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